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Donor-acceptor vertical concentration gradient in the active layer is of crucial importance in graded

bilayer poly(3-hexylthiophene):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) solar cells.

We demonstrate that upon addition of regiorandom P3HT to graded regioregular P3HT:PCBM bilayers,

we are able to tune the vertical concentration gradient. With the help of energy-dispersive x-ray

spectroscopy elemental mapping of the device cross-sections, we find a strong relationship between the

concentration gradient profile and the device performances. Upon addition of regiorandom P3HT, the

devices exhibit power conversion efficiencies up to 3.83% (compare to 3.09% for regioregular P3HT

devices). VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4761998]

Recent research in solution processed active layers for

polymer photovoltaics demonstrated that graded bilayer

(GB) solar cells represent a valuable alternative to bulk het-

erojunction (BHJ) solar cells.1–3 Consecutive deposition of

poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) from chlorobenzene or

dichlorobenzene and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl

ester (PCBM) from dichloromethane allows for the PCBM

molecules to diffuse through the P3HT network while avoid-

ing complete dissolution of the bottom P3HT layer. Theoreti-

cally, such approach will naturally create a donor-acceptor

concentration gradient within the active layer of the device

leading to efficient charge collection such as the one

observed when introducing buffer layers of either P3HT or

PCBM.4,5 We recently reported the positive effect of

improved vertical concentration gradient obtained by using

rubbing technique on photovoltaic performances.6 However,

with rubbing, we cannot control the dimensions of the differ-

ent layers composing the active layer. Tuning the dimensions

of the different layers, namely, P3HT, intermixed, and

PCBM layers, is a key parameter to make the GB attractive

for both fundamental and commercial applications.

P3HT crystallinity, and consequently its molecular

weight and regioregularity, highly influence both its hole

transport properties and miscibility with PCBM.7–10 There-

fore, the device performances of P3HT based solar cells

greatly depend on these parameters and P3HT should be

carefully chosen to obtain the highest performances. More

specifically, in the case of GB, the less crystalline regioran-

dom P3HT (RRa-P3HT) has the ability to mix better with

PCBM,9 whereas regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) has better

transport properties.9

In the present communication, we focus on mixing a

low molecular weight RR-P3HT with various amounts of

RRa-P3HT and prepare GB based on these thin films.

Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental map-

ping provides a powerful technique to observe the morpho-

logical evolution of the active layer and relate them to the

device performances upon addition of RRa-P3HT. We dem-

onstrate that by adding RRa-P3HT, we can tune the dimen-

sions of the different layers to achieve higher device

performances with average power conversion efficiencies

(PCE) reaching up to 3.83%, thus, largely overcoming those

of regular devices prepared in our laboratory (average of

3.09%) as well as the record graded bilayers in literature2,3

(average of 3.5%), and comparable to the recent results

obtained with rubbed devices6 (average of 3.81%) confirm-

ing the need for optimized concentration profiles in GB

structures.

Regioregularity of P3HT not only influences the charge

transport properties but also the quantity of light absorption.7

However, a better molecular mixing of PCBM with the

amorphous RRa-P3HT as compared to RR-P3HT is

expected.10 Furthermore, we have observed that RRa-P3HT

is much more soluble in dichloromethane than RR-P3HT at

room temperature. Therefore, we first investigate the

changes in optical properties of the thin films of P3HT before

and after deposition of the PCBM layer from dichlorome-

thane. The weight concentrations (wt. % of RRa-P3HT to

the total weight of P3HT which is kept unchanged) used for

the experiments were 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 50 wt. % of

RRa-P3HT, and all spin-coated under the same conditions

(30 mg/ml in chlorobenzene, 2500 rpm for 30 s). We note

that the differences in thickness (measured with a Nanoscale

Hybrid Microscope VN-8000 from Keyence across a scratch

on the films) of the spin coated layers up to 20 wt. % of

added RRa-P3HT are minor (approximately 80 nm thick

films) and that the 25 wt. % and 50 wt. % films are, respec-

tively, 100 and 115 nm thick. Figure 1 displays the changes

observed for the absorption upon addition of RRa-P3HT to

the RR-P3HT solution. The absorption measurements were

carried out using a UV/Vis Spectrometer (Jasco V670).

Upon addition of RRa-P3HT, we clearly observe a blue

shift and a decrease of the absorption associated with a more

amorphous material. This decrease in absorption upon addi-

tion of RRa-P3HT is due to its smaller absorption coefficient
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compared with that of RR-P3HT. To characterize the

decrease in absorption, we employ the absorption ratio

between the integrated absorption of the film with X wt. %

of RRa-P3HT over the integration of the film of pure RR-

P3HT which we define as Ai. Figure 1 displays the evolution

of the values obtained for Ai with increasing RRa-P3HT wt.

%. We note that the 25 and 50 wt. % films display a remark-

able decrease in absorption even though thicker spin-coated

films are obtained.

To fabricate the graded bilayer structure, the acceptor

molecule solution (PCBM in dichloromethane, 10 mg/ml) is

spin-coated on top of the P3HT layers at 4000 rpm for 10 s.

The difference in solubility of RR-P3HT and RRa-P3HT in

dichloromethane may lead to remarkable changes during this

PCBM spin-coating step. By integrating the absorption

resulting from P3HT before and after spin-coating PCBM,

we obtain useful information about the reduction of the film

thickness in the process. For each sample (X wt. % of RRa-

P3HT), we define Af (X wt. %) as the ratio between the inte-

gration of the absorption of P3HT after and before deposition

of the PCBM layer (Figure 1). All values of Af (X wt. %) are

normalized with Af (0 wt. %) for direct comparison with the

reference sample (no additional RRa-P3HT). Increasing

RRa-P3HT concentration leads to a decrease of Af with dif-

ferent behaviors for concentrations up to 15–20 wt. % and

above 20 wt. % of RRa-P3HT. We also note that the pure

RR-P3HT film absorption is reduced upon spin-coating

PCBM which suggests that, unlike what has been previously

stated in literature,2,11 a small amount of P3HT is dissolved

during the spin-coating of the top PCBM layer. Finally, we

use photoluminescence (PL) quenching measurements to

characterize the molecular mixing between P3HT and

PCBM which gradually increases upon RRa-P3HT addition.

When donor and acceptor materials are in intimate contact,

the electron on the LUMO of the donor falls onto the LUMO

of the acceptor, resulting in a quenching of the radiative

emission from the donor. PL quenching is related to the ratio

between the integration of PL of the various P3HT films after

(PLf) and before (PLi) deposition of the PCBM layer. PLf is

obtained by diving the PL resulting from the films after

PCBM deposition by Af (correction factor for the amount of

P3HT dissolved in the process) and we define PL quenching

as 1-(PLf/PLi). PL measurements were performed using a

Spectrofluorometer obtained from JASCO Corporation (FP-

6500) with an excitation wavelength of 550 nm. In thin films

based on pure RR-P3HT, the PL quenching already displays

values of around 93%. With increasing RRa-P3HT content,

this value gradually increases to about 98% which confirms

the improved mixing of PCBM with RRa-P3HT at the mo-

lecular level.

The more intimate molecular mixing of RRa-P3HT and

PCBM increases the probability of charge generation per

absorbed photon. However, the decrease in absorption and in

the charge transport properties associated with the amor-

phous P3HT may lead to a lower short-circuit current density

(Jsc). Table I summarizes the device characteristics obtained

with increasing RRa-P3HT content. Figure 2 displays the

corresponding current density-voltage (J-V) curves of the

devices under AM 1.5.

To understand the effect of RRa-P3HT addition on the

Jsc independently of the decrease in absorption observed pre-

viously, we introduce a corrected Jsc, which corresponds to

the Jsc normalized by using the two absorption ratios of Ai

and Af in Figure1(b). The first correction factor is related to

the changes in the absorption spectra and intensity when

introducing RRa-P3HT, while the latter corresponds to the

changes in amounts of P3HT dissolved during the deposition

FIG. 1. Evolution of (a) the absorption spectra of thin P3HT layers obtained

from RR-P3HT with increasing additional amount of RRa-P3HT ranging

from 0 to 50 wt. % and (b) of Ai, Af, and PL quenching with increasing

RRa-P3HT concentration.

TABLE I. Photovoltaic properties of devices vs additional RRa-P3HT wt. %.

RRa-P3HT (wt. %) Jsc (mA/cm2) Corrected Jsc Voc (mV) FF (%) PCE (%) Rs (X/cm2) Rsh (MX/cm2)

0 10.05 10.05 594 51.8 3.09 4.22 0.74

5 9.49 9.70 599 54.0 3.08 2.17 0.73

10 9.93 10.37 605 57.0 3.42 1.81 0.65

15 10.34 11.26 617 60.1 3.83 1.81 0.64

20 9.40 11.26 621 59.6 3.48 2.41 0.64

25 7.45 10.55 632 44.9 2.12 7.80 0.60

50 1.72 2.89 546 20.5 0.19 28.17 0.53
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of the top PCBM layer. We note that the only parameter cor-

rected by the absorption in Table I is Jsc. All other parame-

ters, including PCE, correspond to the measured values. The

devices obtained with additional RRa-P3HT exhibit an

increase in PCE up to 3.83% (obtained for 15 wt. % of RRa-

P3HT). In the 25 and 50 wt. % devices, a relatively large

amount of the P3HT film is dissolved during the PCBM

spin-coating process (as previously observed in Figure 1).

We therefore meticulously analyze the trends observed for

the device characteristics with a particular focus on under-

standing the evolution up to 20 wt. % of RRa-P3HT.

The open-circuit voltage (Voc) displays a constant

increase up to 25 wt. % of RRa-P3HT and then falls when

50 wt. % is reached. Previous results found in literature dem-

onstrate that the Voc of P3HT:PCBM devices are closely

related to the crystallinity of P3HT.12 In fact, the more amor-

phous RRa-P3HT has a much lower HOMO level compared

to RR-P3HT, thus, leading to a wider HOMOdonor–LUMOac-

ceptor gap, one of the main parameters which influences Voc.

The Voc increase therefore results directly from a widening

of the HOMOdonor–LUMOacceptor gap upon addition of RRa-

P3HT up to 25 wt. %. The device obtained with 50 wt. % of

RRa-P3HT displays a very high series resistance (Rs) result-

ing in a decrease of the Voc. Rs, which characterizes the inter-

nal resistance of the device, is not only related to the

intrinsic charge transport properties of the donor and

acceptor materials but also to the vertical concentration gra-

dient within the active layers of the devices. To have a better

understanding of the trends in device parameters such as cor-

rected Jsc, fill factor (FF) and Rs, the vertical concentration

gradient of the devices is a key parameter. Through EDS ele-

mental mapping, we analyze the P3HT contents through the

cross-section of the devices. EDS for elemental analysis was

carried out with a scanning transmission electron micro-

scope, JEM-ARM200F from JEOL. The acceleration voltage

and probe current were 200 kV and 59 pA, respectively, to

obtain 256� 256 pixels images with a dwell time of 1 ms/

pixel. Each image was accumulated 50 times to improve the

signal to noise ratio. Figure 3 displays the EDS images

obtained with increasing amount of RRa-P3HT up to 25 wt.

%. The corrected Jsc (Table I) displays a small initial

decrease at 5 wt. % of RRa-P3HT followed by an increase up

to 20 wt. % of added RRa-P3HT. As previously mentioned,

this increase confirms that we have more intimate mixing

between PCBM and RRa-P3HT as compared to RR-P3HT.

However, Jsc depends on both charge generation and collec-

tion. Therefore, the charge transport and collection proper-

ties need to be taken into account which may explain the

limit of the corrected Jsc at 20 wt. % of RRa-P3HT.

From Figure 3, we first note that in the 0 wt. % device,

P3HT is found not only close to the PEDOT:PSS layer but

also in contact with the aluminum electrode: a higher PCBM

concentration layer is sandwiched between two high P3HT

content layers, and therefore, electrons generated cannot per-

colate easily leading to an increase of Rs and a consequent

decrease of the FF. This thin layer gradually disappears

upon addition of RRa-P3HT up to 20 wt. %, thus, creating an

ideal concentration gradient with mainly PCBM in contact

with aluminum and P3HT in contact with PEDOT:PSS.

Therefore, an increase of the FF and a decrease of the Rs can

be observed with the electron blocking layer gradually disap-

pearing. Moreover, this results in the formation of a PCBM

buffer layer with a thickness varying from approximately 10

FIG. 2. J-V curves of devices with increasing wt. % of RRa-P3HT.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the vertical concentration

gradient in the cross-section of the devices with

increasing RRa-P3HT content obtained from

EDS elemental mapping. EDS images display

location of aluminum (red), sulfur (green), and

indium (blue) with overlapped sulfur concentra-

tion gradient along the device cross-section

(white line). Scale bar: 50 nm.
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to 20 and finally 30 nm for the devices with 10, 15, and

20 wt. % of RRa-P3HT, respectively. As charges are gener-

ated where the donor material is in contact with the acceptor,

a thick buffer layer commonly results in a increase in Rs

such as the one observed when going from 15 to 20 wt. % of

RRa-P3HT. The evolution of the FF is closely related to Rs.

However, the small differences in trends may also result

from the formation of a PCBM concentration gradient within

the highly concentrated P3HT layer (e.g., in the 15 and 20

RRa-P3HT wt. % devices). Furthermore, we do not have in-

formation about the charge recombination rate in these devi-

ces which may also explain the deviations observed in the

trends. When increasing the RRa-P3HT wt. % over 20%, a

large amount of P3HT is dissolved in the process and the

resulting active layers exhibit a bulk heterojunction-like

morphology where both P3HT and PCBM gradually spread

throughout the whole active layer thickness. The high Rs

obtained for the devices with 25 and 50 wt. % of RRa-P3HT

is most probably related to the intrinsic hole transport prop-

erties of the amorphous RRa-P3HT causing the decrease of

the FF and consequently, the PCE.

In summary, we demonstrate that the addition of

RRa-P3HT to GB P3HT:PCBM solar cells displays various

positive effects when choosing the adequate amount of

amorphous material added. Up to 15 wt. % of additional

RRa-P3HT, we observe an improvement of all photovoltaic

characteristics. The increase in corrected Jsc can be attributed

to the more intimate molecular mixing of PCBM with the

amorphous P3HT while the Voc increase is related to the

intrinsic properties of RRa-P3HT (stabilized HOMO level as

compared to RR-P3HT leading to a wider donor-acceptor

HOMO-LUMO gap). EDS elemental mapping of the

device cross-sections demonstrate that upon addition of

RRa-P3HT, we control the vertical concentration gradient of

P3HT:PCBM within the active layer and are therefore able

to reduce the Rs leading to a notable increase of the FF

(from 51.8% up to 60.1%). The highest PCE obtained for

devices containing 15 wt. % of RRa-P3HT is 3.83% in aver-

age bringing these devices among the best performing

graded bilayer solar cells.
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